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ABSTRACT: Composite multiferroics containing ferroelectric
and ferromagnetic components often have much larger magneto-
electric coupling compared to their single-phase counterparts.
Doped or alloyed HfO2-based ferroelectrics may serve as a
promising component in composite multiferroic structures
potentially feasible for technological applications. Recently, a
strong charge-mediated magnetoelectric coupling at the Ni/HfO2
interface has been predicted using density functional theory
calculations. Here, we report on the experimental evidence of
such magnetoelectric coupling at the Ni/Hf0.5Zr0.5O2(HZO)
interface. Using a combination of operando XAS/XMCD and
HAXPES/MCDAD techniques, we probe element-selectively the
local magnetic properties at the Ni/HZO interface in functional Au/Co/Ni/HZO/W capacitors and demonstrate clear
evidence of the ferroelectric polarization effect on the magnetic response of a nanometer-thick Ni marker layer. The observed
magnetoelectric effect and the electronic band lineup of the Ni/HZO interface are interpreted based on the results of our
theoretical modeling. It elucidates the critical role of an ultrathin NiO interlayer, which controls the sign of the
magnetoelectric effect as well as provides a realistic band offset at the Ni/HZO interface, in agreement with the experiment.
Our results hold promise for the use of ferroelectric HfO2-based composite multiferroics for the design of multifunctional
devices compatible with modern semiconductor technology.
KEYWORDS: ferroelectric HfO2, Hf0.5Zr0.5O2, composite multiferroics, magnetoelectric coupling, operando spectroscopy, XMCD, MCDAD

Multiferroic materials with coexisting ferroelectric and
ferromagnetic orders have attracted much attention
due to the magnetoelectric (ME) coupling, opening

alternative prospects for electronic devices.1,2 Switching
magnetization by applied electric rather than magnetic field
or spin-polarized current requires much less energy,3−5 making
multiferroics promising for memory and logic applications.6,7

Due to a limited number of single-phase multiferroic
compounds operating at room temperature, composite multi-
ferroics containing ferroelectric (FE) (or piezoelectric) and
ferromagnetic components have been considered as viable
candidates.8−11 It was shown that composite multiferroic
materials often have much larger ME coupling compared to
their single-phase counterparts, resulting from strain-medi-
ated,12−15 charge-mediated,16−22 ion migration,23 and even
morphological changes24,25 as coupling mechanisms.
Over the last several years, ME multiferroic materials have

been assessed for technological applications, with a wide range
of available materials2 and possible implementations as spin−
orbit logic units.26 Within these efforts, however, the challenge

is the compatibility with silicon-based technologies. Ferroelec-
tricity discovered in doped or alloyed hafnia (HfO2) films27,28

has stimulated significant efforts in studying their relevant
properties.29−35 These studies have demonstrated the applic-
ability of ferroelectric hafnia to nonvolatile memory devices,
such as FE random access memory (FeRAM),36 FE field-effect
transistors (FeFETs),37,38 and FE tunnel junctions
(FTJs).39−41

Furthermore, due to the excellent isolating properties,
ferroelectricity persisting down to a few nanometer thick-
ness,42,43 and good compatibility with the Si-based semi-
conductor process,37,38,42,44 doped hafnia thin films are
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expected to serve as a promising FE component in multiferroic
heterostructures potentially feasible for technological applica-
tions. In this regard, exploring the ME effect at the
ferroelectric/ferromagnetic interface in the heterostructures
comprising doped HfO2 as a FE constituent45 is crucial for
searching alternative composite multiferroics compatible with
Si technology.
Recently, a strong charge-mediated ME coupling at the Ni/

HfO2 interface driven by FE HfO2 polarization reversal has
been predicted using density functional theory (DFT)
calculations.46 Depending on the polarization orientation, a
sizable difference in the interfacial Ni−O bonding as well as
screening charges was found, which affected the relative
population of the exchange-split majority- and minority-spin
bands at the interface and eventually gave rise to significant
changes of the interfacial magnetic moments.
Motivated by this theoretical prediction, in this work, we

explore and provide the experimental evidence of the ME
coupling effect at the interface between an ultrathin
ferromagnetic Ni layer and an alloyed Hf0.5Zr0.5O2 (HZO)
thin film, a representative HfO2-based ferroelectric.

28 Using the
combination of X-ray synchrotron-based spectroscopic techni-
ques, such as X-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD)47

and magnetic circular dichroism in angular distribution
(MCDAD),48 we probe element-selectively the local magnetic
properties at the Ni/HZO interface in functional Au/Co/Ni/
HZO/W capacitors. In situ electric biasing of the sample
during the XMCD and MCDAD measurements allows for
monitoring directly and reproducibly the effect of FE
polarization switching on the magnitude and/or orientation
of the magnetic moment of the marker Ni layer at the interface
at the atomic scale. The results of the performed operando
measurements demonstrate clear evidence of the ME coupling

at the Ni/HZO interface driven by HZO polarization reversal.
To get insight into the chemical/electronic and structural
properties of the Ni/HZO interface, we additionally employ
the complementary hard X-ray photoemission spectroscopy
(HAXPES) and high-resolution transmission electron micros-
copy (HRTEM) combined with electron energy-loss spectros-
copy (EELS). To elucidate the origin of the observed ME
effect, theoretical modeling based on DFT calculations is
performed for different Ni/HfO2 interface terminations. An
excellent agreement between the theory and the experiment is
obtained in the sign and the magnitude of the ME effect as well
as in the electronic band lineup, assuming the presence of a
monolayer-thick NiO interlayer at the Ni/HfO2 interface.

RESULTS/DISCUSSION
In order to probe the ME coupling effect at the Ni/HZO
interface in operando by synchrotron-based spectroscopic
techniques, we fabricated Si chips with functional FE
capacitors using the previously developed methodology
(Figure 1a).44,49,50 Thicknesses (given in nanometers) of
individual layers in the stack Au(3)/Co(1.5−2.5)/Ni(1.5)/
HZO(10)/W(20) were carefully optimized to enable the
probing of buried Ni interfacial properties both by XMCD and
MCDAD. A 1.5 or 2.5 nm thick Co layer was deposited on top
of Ni to stabilize ferromagnetism and thus enable XMCD and
MCDAD responses at room temperature, respectively. The
Co/Ni ferromagnetic layer was capped in situ with Au to
prevent oxidation. The layered structure was further annealed
to crystallize a FE HZO phase (details on the growth and
patterning of the multilayered structure are given in the
Experimental Section). The layout of the capacitor device used
for operando XMCD and MCDAD measurements is shown in
Figure 1b, while Figure 1c and d display the images of a full

Figure 1. Layout of the chip with the patterned Au/Co/Ni/FE-HZO/W capacitor devices prepared for operando synchrotron measurements
(a); schematic drawing of a single capacitor device structure used in operando XAS/XMCD and HAXPES/MCDAD measurements (b);
image of the chip with contact areas obtained by TEY at the Co L3 edge (c) (the color scale corresponds to the sample current IS normalized
to the incident photon flux measured before the endstation Im); zoom-in of the area marked in (c), displaying the top contact area to the
device ∼200 × 200 μm2 in size (d).
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chip obtained by measuring the total electron yield (TEY) at
the Co L3 edge with the top contact as well as a selected
contact of the Au/Co/Ni/HZO/W capacitor device under
investigation, respectively (see the Methods/Experimental
section for details on the spectroscopic setups).
The magnetic properties of as-prepared samples were first

characterized ex situ using the magneto-optical Kerr effect
(MOKE). Figure 2a shows the magnetic hysteresis loops of the
Co(2.5)/Ni(1.5) bilayer measured at room temperature. Here,
the loops measured on the full film (square dots) are compared
to those measured on a patterned square sample with a lateral
size of 800 × 800 μm2 (triangles), showing no obvious changes
in the anisotropic behavior between the two cases. The
magnetic remanenceMR normalized to the magnetic saturation
Msat and the coercive field Hc are shown using polar plots in
Figure 2b and c, respectively. The sample presents signs of
uniaxial anisotropy, with the easy axis along x (0°) and the
hard one along y (+90°) directions as shown in Figure 1b,
which could be attributed to extrinsic factors such as
shadowing effects or residual strains, particularly critical in
ultrathin layers.51 During X-ray absorption spectroscopy
(XAS)/X-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) and
HAXPES/MCDAD measurements, the magnetic field was
applied in the sample plane along the 0° direction (as shown in
Figure 1,c), i.e., along the magnetic easy axis of the sample.
The FE properties of the capacitor devices on the chip

prepared for operando XMCD and MCDAD experiments were

characterized both ex situ and in situ using pulsed switching
methodology known as positive-up-negative-down (PUND).52

The polarization (2P) vs voltage (V) curves as measured by
applying +2.5/−2.5 V at room temperature (RT) and low (T
≈ 100 K) temperature (LT) upon the “wake-up” 103 switching
cycles are shown in Figure 2d and e, respectively. The coercive
electric fields Ec ≈ + 1.55/−1.25 MV·cm−1 (∼+1.45/−2.0
MV•·cm−1) and the remnant polarization 2P ≈ 12 μC/cm2

(∼8 μC/cm2) are obtained at room (low) temperature.
We note that the polarization values obtained in our

ferroelectric capacitor devices during the operando experiments
are significantly smaller than those obtained on the probe
station. This is due to our experimental conditions, in
particular, large RC values limiting the switching pulse
duration. The reduced polarization value at LT compared to
that at RT is likely due to the different protocol that we used in
these measurements. While the RT measurements were
performed shortly after initial “wake-up” cycling, the LT
measurements were performed after cooling the sample for
several hours. The latter led to the pronounced fluid imprint
effect,53 which is the signature of nonferroelectric charges. The
resulting shift of the I−V curve with respect to the +2.5/−2.5
V range used during the polarization switching gave rise to a
much smaller current response at LT compared to RT
(represented by dashed blue and red areas, respectively, in
Figure 2d), which ultimately limited polarization switching in
our experiment at LT.

Figure 2. Angular MOKE distribution (a) of the Co/Ni/HZO sample applying a magnetic field in-plane. Squares refer to a full film sample,
while triangles (blue and green) to a 800 μm lateral size chip. Polar plots of the normalized magnetic remanence (b) and the coercive
magnetic field (c); polarization vs voltage and corresponding current vs voltage curves (d) for the Au/Co/Ni/HZO/W ferroelectric capacitor
at room temperature (RT) and at T ≈ 100 K (LT) as derived from in situ pulsed switching during XMCD and MCDAD experiments,
respectively; the plot of polarization as a function of the number of switching cycles (e) performed in order to “wake-up” the ferroelectric
prior to operando measurements.
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The precharacterized sample was used for the XAS and
XMCD operando analysis performed at room temperature.
Figure 3 displays the absorption spectra at Co and Ni L2,3
edges measured on the 200 × 200 μm2 contact of the selected
electrically wired capacitor device on the chip. Both Co
(Figure 3a) and Ni (Figure 3b) show signs of partial oxidation
of the ferromagnetic layer. The Co absorption spectrum has
features at the L3 edge, indicating some degree of
oxidation,54,55 while the Ni spectrum reveals an additional
contribution to the line shape, which can be attributed to the
presence of Ni2+ (i.e., NiO)56 overlapped with its metallic
fingerprint.57 By fitting the Ni spectrum with the combination

of the reference Ni0 and Ni2+ lines recorded at the same
beamline (Figure S1), subtracting the background, and
normalizing the total thickness of the Ni/NiO layer to 1.5
nm, we obtain 1.0 and 0.5 nm for the Ni and NiO sublayer
thickness, respectively. Nonetheless, both elements exhibit a
clear dichroic signal at room temperature coming from the
metallic part,57,58 whose intensity is reduced due to the partial
oxidation. In situ switching of the HZO polarization
orientation in the Au(3)/Co(1.5)/Ni(1.5)/HZO(10)/W(20)
capacitor affects the intensity of the dichroic signal at Ni L3
edges. As it can be seen in Figure 3d, the intensity of the
dichroic signal at the Ni L3 edge is different when measured for

Figure 3. XAS (a, b) and XMCD (c, d) room temperature operando measurements at Co (a, c) and Ni (b, d) L2,3 edges on the Au(3)/
Co(1.5)/Ni(1.5)/HZO(10)/W(50) capacitor device. Both XAS spectra are shown in Pup state. In (c) and (d), the dichroic signals are
recorded upon in situ out-of-plane ferroelectric polarization switching down (red) or up (blue).

Figure 4. Ni 2p (a) and Co 2p (b) core level lines taken at LT for σ+ and σ− circular polarization of X-rays demonstrating the MCDAD effect
(at a particular orientation of FE polarization). The effect of ferroelectric polarization switching on MCDAD signal for Ni 2p (c) and Co 2p
(d) core level lines (yellow stripe marks the spectral region over which the signal was integrated).
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polarization up (Pup, blue curve) and down (Pdown, red curve),
going from 1.44% to 1.22%. At the same time, the Co dichroic
signal measured during the same FE polarization switching
cycles shows no detectable change within the limit of
instrumental resolution (Figure 3c). It is important to
emphasize that during the XMCD (as well as MCDAD)
measurements no external voltage was applied; the only source
of the electric field affecting the magnetic signal was
ferroelectric charges of opposite signs depending on polar-
ization orientation.
A very similar sample, but with a thicker (∼2.5 nm) Co

layer, was further characterized by the MCDAD technique,48

which is complementary to HAXPES.59,60 The MCDAD signal
was measured at the Co 2p and Ni 2p energy regions at LT
temperature. The typical spectra after the normalization for σ+

and σ− polarized X-rays for a particular orientation of
ferroelectric polarization are presented in Figure 4,a,b. Since
the σ+ and σ− polarization of X-rays was achieved in the setup
by a diamond phase retarder, the incoming intensity for both
polarizations varied within ∼20%. To compensate for this
effect, the spectra were collected for two opposite polarization
orientations (Pup and Pdown) and two opposite directions of the
magnetic field (H→ and H←). The final MCDAD signal was
calculated as

I I I IMCDAD ( ) ( )H H H H, , , ,= + − +σ σ σ σ+
⎯ →⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯

−
← ⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯

−
⎯ →⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯

+
← ⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯

Figure 4c,d show the resulting MCDAD signals for the Co 2p
and Ni 2p lines, which confirm the ferromagnetic properties of
both Co and Ni layers. Furthermore, the MCDAD signals for
the Ni 2p line are clearly different for two opposite ferroelectric
polarization orientations switched in situ (blue and red spectra
for Pup and Pdown, respectively, in Figure 4c), in contrast to the
MCDAD data for the Co 2p line, where no effect of
polarization reversal is observed (Figure 4d), in full coherence
with the XMCD measurements shown in Figure 3. To ensure
that the observed effect is not related to the drift of
experimental parameters, four sequential MCDAD measure-
ments were performed, and each pair of measurements for
opposite polarizations of X-rays was analyzed separately. The
results shown in Figure S3 confirm that the observed effect of
the FE polarization reversal on the magnitude of the magnetic
signal at the Ni/HZO interface is reproducible.
In order to quantify the observed effect, we integrated the

area under the MCDAD spectra over the binding energy range
EB = 850.5−853 eV (marked in yellow in Figure 4d and Figure
S3). The obtained values are ΣP↑ ≈ − 0.21 and ΣP↓ ≈ − 0.04
for the upward and downward polarization, respectively (the
values derived from separate sequential measurements in
Figure S3 are given in Table S1). It is worth noting that the
same MCDAD experiments performed also at room temper-
ature did not yield any convincing effect beyond the
experimental error. This is attributed to the smaller observed
MCDAD signal compared to the XMCD at the employed
experimental conditions (particularly, the nonoptimal geome-
try for MCDAD).
In order to correlate the observed effect of the FE

polarization on the magnetic moment at the Ni/HZO interface
with the theory described below, we further characterized
chemical, electronic, and structural properties of the Ni/HZO
interface. In particular, a fraction of oxidized Ni was observed
in the Ni 2p core-level spectrum (see Figure S2) and in Ni L2,3
edges (see Figure 3,b). By analyzing the relative peak
intensities of the metallic and oxidized Ni in the Ni 2p

spectrum, we estimated the thickness of the oxidized Ni layer
to be about 0.35 nm out of the total Ni layer thickness of 1.5
nm (see details in Supporting Information, Section 2), in
reasonable agreement with the estimates obtained from the
XAS data. This may be due to either a redox reaction at the
Ni/HZO interface (which could occur during the rapid
thermal annealing of the stack to crystallize the FE HZO
phase) and/or the discontinuity of the Au overlayer. Using the
well-known XPS-based methodology,61,62 we reconstructed the
electronic band alignment diagram of the Co/Ni/HZO/W
device structure as shown in Figure 5 (details described in

Supporting Information, Section 2). We found that a very large
barrier ΔE = 1.6 eV is built-up at the Ni/HZO interface,
representing the electric dipole with negative charges
accumulated at the Ni side. These negative charges originate
from the unbound electrons resulting from oxygen vacancies
formed in HZO due to the redox reaction at the Ni/HZO
interface. They are expected to affect the relative population of
the exchange-split majority- and minority-spin bands at the
interfacial Ni layer irrespective of FE polarization orientation.
The structural properties of the Au/Co/Ni/HZO/W stack

cut from the capacitor subjected to operando measurements
were analyzed by HRTEM in combination with EELS. The
high-resolution dark-field image of the sample cross section
shown in Figure 6a reveals, as expected, the polycrystalline
structure of the Ni, Co, and HZO layers and the rather rough,
within a few monolayers, interface. The EELS elemental maps
shown in Figure 6b confirm an atomically sharp Ni/HZO
interface, in contrast to that between Ni and Co, which is
found to be rather diffuse. A closer look at the metallic grains
adjacent to the HZO layer and a careful structural analysis
(described in the Supporting Information, Section 4) reveal
that Ni and Co are partially intermixed, with the alloyed grains
forming a common layer. Such alloying occurs during the rapid
thermal annealing process aiming at the crystallization of the
FE phase in the as-grown HZO layer. These grains possess an
fcc structure (Figure S4 in the Supporting Information) as
expected for a Ni−Co alloy.63 EELS profiling across such Ni−
Co grains (Figure 6b) indicates a strong gradient of Ni
concentration, with the edge in contact with HZO dominated

Figure 5. Reconstructed electronic band alignment diagram across
the Co/Ni/HZO/W device structure.
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by Ni and the upper part adjacent to the Au capping layer
being pure Co. In addition, we find that the capping layer of
Au may also penetrate between Co−Ni ferromagnetic grains
down to the HZO layer (but do not intermix, due to the
immiscibility gap upon annealing at T = 400 °C).64

To correlate our experimental data with theory, we
investigate the ME effect and the band alignment between
Ni and HfO2 using DFT calculations, as described in
Computational Methods. In the calculations, following the
previous theoretical work,46 we first consider the atomic
structure of the Ni/HfO2 interface, as shown in Figure 7a. In
this O-terminated structure, the number of O atoms at the
interface is assumed to be the same as within a HfO2 layer in
the bulk (i.e., four O atoms corresponding to a quarter of the
bulk unit cell). We refer to this interface structure as IS-1.
Figure 7b shows the calculated layer-projected density of states
(LDOS) across the Ni/HfO2/Ni heterostructure, where each
panel corresponds to the LDOS of Ni (yellow) and HfO2
(cyan) layers. The region with zero LDOS within HfO2
corresponds to the energy band gap (which is somewhat
underestimated in comparison to the experimental value of
about 5.0 eV42 due to the well-known deficiency of DFT). The
position of the Fermi energy (EF) with respect to the valence
band maximum (EV) determines the valence band offset
(VBO) between Ni and HfO2. As seen from Figure 7b, the
obtained VBO for the IS-1 structure is about 1.4 eV, which is
much smaller than the experimental value of 3.4 eV (see Figure
5).
This disagreement can be understood in terms of the

interface structure, which is far from being perfect in our

experiment. Despite this difference in the atomic structure, our
model calculations allow obtaining more insights regarding the
interface stoichiometry. Since the VBO is expected to be very
sensitive to the number of oxygen atoms at the interface, we
calculate the electronic structure of the Ni/HfO2 interface with
a reduced O concentration. Due to oxygen electronegativity,
removing O atoms from the interface is expected to push the
HfO2 bands deeper in energy and thus to enhance the VBO
between Ni and HfO2. This expectation is confirmed by our
DFT calculations. Figure 7c (left) shows a Ni/HfO2 interface,
referred to as IS-2, where two O atoms are removed from the
original interface (atoms O1, O4 at the bottom interface and
atoms O6, O7 at the top interface in Figure 7a). The calculated
LDOS for this Ni/HfO2/Ni heterostructure (Figure 7,c, right)
demonstrates that the VBO is pushed up to 3.2 eV above the
VBM, which is in excellent agreement with the experimental
value of 3.4 eV.
The oxygen stoichiometry of the Ni/HfO2 interface in the

IS-2 structure where two O atoms per lateral HfO2 unit cell (or
equivalently one O atom per one Hf atom) are present at the
interface seems to be reasonable from the point of view of the
HfO2 surface polarity and stoichiometry. We assume the
nominal oxygen valence of O2− and hafnium of Hf4+ in HfO2
make the HfO2 (001) surface polar if there are two O atoms
per one Hf atom at the surface. On the other hand, having one
O atom per one Hf atom makes the HfO2 (001) surface
nonpolar and stoichiometric. This concentration of oxygen on
the HfO2 surface and hence on the Ni/HfO2 interface in the
IS-2 structure is therefore expected to provide lower formation
energy due to the absence of the energetically unfavorable

Figure 6. TEM/EELS analysis of the Co/Ni/HZO/W device structure. STEM image of the device structure (a); EELS maps of Co, Ni, and O
and a combined map (b); HR STEM image of the device structure (c); and EELS profiles for Co, Ni, and O (d).
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electric field associated with a polar surface (interface). This
statement is valid for any type of interface and therefore likely
valid for the Ni/HfO2 interface stoichiometry in our
experiment.
To explore the ME effect at the Ni/HfO2 interface, we

calculate the total interfacial magnetic moments for different
interfacial configurations described above (i.e., IS-1 and IS-2).
Assuming the symmetric interface terminations in the Ni/
HfO2/Ni heterostructure allows us to examine the magnetic
properties of the Ni/HfO2 (001) interface for polarization
pointing into the Ni layer (Pup) or away from it (Pdown) using
the same structural model with unidirectional polarization of
HfO2 (Figure 7a). The results for the calculated interfacial
magnetic moments are displayed in Table 1. We see clear
differences in the magnetic moments, Δm, between Pup or
Pdown polarization directions (i.e., between top and bottom
interfaces in Figure 7a). For example, for the IS-1 interface,
Δm contributed by the interfacial Ni atoms is about 0.18 μB
per Ni atom, which is enhanced up to 0.27 μB after including
the contribution from the interfacial O atoms. Removing
interfacial O suppresses the interfacial magnetoelectric effect as
seen from the monotonic decrease of Δm with the reducing O
concentration (compare IS-1 to IS-2 in Table 1). For IS-1 and
IS-2 structures, the magnetic moments for polarization
pointing into the Ni layer (Pup) are smaller than those for
polarization pointing away (Pdown).
This observation can be qualitatively explained from the

analysis of spin-resolved density of states (DOS) projected on
the interfacial Ni atoms, which is shown in Figure 8a,b. The

interface magnetization difference between the Pup and Pdown
polarizations can be understood in terms of the screening
charges. Since the minority-spin DOS dominates around the
Fermi energy, at the Pup interface, accumulation of the
minority-spin electrons (blue line) reduces the magnetic
moment of Ni, whereas at the Pdown interface, depletion of
the minority-spin electrons (red line) enhances the magnetic
moment of Ni, as was discussed in ref 46. Decreasing the O
concentration at the interface reduces the HfO2 surface
polarity and thus both the Ni interfacial magnetic moment
and its change with respect to polarization orientation.

Figure 7. Ni/HfO2 initial atomic structure (a) used for the calculation of the band alignment and the magnetoelectric effect (Hf, green; O,
red; Ni, gray). O1−O8 denote the interfacial O atoms. The polarization (P) is pointing up. Three different Ni/HfO2 interface structures (b−
d) IS-1, IS-2, and IS-3 (left) and corresponding layer-projected density of states (LDOS) (right); IS-1 (b) with four O atoms at each
interface (the same as (a)). IS-2 (c) with O1, O4 at the bottom interface and O6, O7 at the top interface removed. IS-3 (d) with O1, O4 at
the bottom interface and O6, O7 at the top interface placed within the interfacial Ni layer. Band offsets between the Fermi energy (EF) and
the valence band maximum (EV) are indicated in (b)−(d).

Table 1. Interfacial Magnetic Moments m and Magnetic
Moment Difference Δm = m(Pdown) − m(Pup) (in Units of
μB, per Ni Atom) for Three Different Interface Structures,
IS-1, IS-2, and IS-3, for Polarization of HfO2 Pointing into
the Ni Layer (Pup) and Away from It (Pdown)

a

a“Ni” and “Ni + O” represent the magnetic moments contributed by
the interfacial Ni atoms and by both Ni and O atoms, respectively.
Interface structure IS-3 consistent with the experimental results is
marked with gray color.
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While this ME effect is in general consistent with the
previous results for ferromagnet/ferroelectric interfaces (see,
for example, ref 65), its sign is opposite that found in our
experiments. Specifically, the calculated interfacial magnetic
moment is larger for Pdown than for Pup, whereas our MCDAD
and XMCD data suggest the opposite. This “reversal” of the
ME effect can be attributed to the formation of an ultrathin
NiO layer near the interface during the heterostructure
fabrication process. The oxidized Ni layer is expected to
form Ni−O bonding and antibonding states, which modify the
electronic structure of the interface responsible for the ME
effect. In particular, the antibonding states may appear at the
Fermi energy and reverse the spin polarization on the
interfacial Ni DOS (similarly to the case of oxidized
Co),66,67 which would reverse the ME effect compared to
the ideal interface.
To explore the effect of the interfacial NiO, we therefore

construct an IS-3 structure, where two O atoms are moved
inside the interfacial Ni layers forming a NiO layer, as shown in
the left panel of Figure 7d. The calculated LDOS (Figure 7d,
right) reveals the Fermi energy lying 3.0 eV above the VBM,
which is in good agreement with the experimentally measured
VBO of 3.4 eV. The calculated ME effect is opposite those of
the IS-1 and IS-2 structures, as seen from the negative value of
Δm in Table 1. Such a reversed ME effect can be understood
from the analysis of the spin-resolved DOS shown in Figure 8c.
While for the IS-1 and IS-2 structures (Figure 8a,b), the
minority-spin DOS dominates around the Fermi energy, for
the IS-3 structure the majority-spin DOS is larger than the
minority-spin DOS. This behavior originates from the
exchange-split Ni−O antibonding states positioned near the
Fermi energy. As a result, for polarization pointing into the Ni
layer (Pup), accumulation of the majority-spin electrons (blue

line) enhances the magnetic moment of Ni, whereas for
polarization pointing away from the Ni layer (Pdown), depletion
of the majority-spin electrons (red line) reduces the magnetic
moment of Ni, which results in the reversed ME effect.

CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, stimulated by the recent theoretical prediction
of a strong charge-mediated ME coupling at the Ni/HfO2
interface driven by FE HfO2 polarization reversal, we have
employed the combination of two complementary synchro-
tron-based techniques, XMCD and MCDAD, to probe
element-selectively the local magnetic properties at the Ni/
Hf0.5Zr0.5O2 interface in functional FE capacitors. We have
demonstrated clear evidence of the FE polarization effect on
the magnetic response of a nanometer-thick Ni marker layer
both at room and low (∼100 K) temperature. The observed
ME effect as well as the reconstructed electronic band lineup at
the Ni/Hf0.5Zr0.5O2 interface have been interpreted based on
the performed theoretical modeling, which took into account
the realistic interface stoichiometry. In particular, the critical
role of a monolayer thick NiO interlayer has been elucidated,
which reverses the sign of the magnetic response on FE
polarization orientation as well as provides a realistic band
offset at the Ni/Hf0.5Zr0.5O2 interface, in agreement with the
experiment. It is reasonable to suggest that the charge-
mediated ME coupling effect observed in polycrystalline
bilayers would be much stronger in heteroepitaxial structures
employing FE HfO2 and ferromagnetic electrode(s) with a
structurally perfect interface, and our results will hopefully
encourage performing further studies in this direction. For the
more distant future, the demonstrated ME coupling effects
hold promise for the use of FE HfO2-based composite
multiferroics for the design of multifunctional devices
compatible with the modern semiconductor technology.

METHODS/EXPERIMENTAL
Sample Fabrication. A 40-nm-thick W layer was deposited by

magnetron sputtering on Si chips 1.5 × 1.5 cm2 in size. An HZO layer
of 10 nm in thickness was grown by atomic layer deposition on top.
The HZO growth process has been described in detail previously.42,49

Ni, Co, and Au layers were then deposited by pulsed laser deposition
at room temperature in a single vacuum cycle at thicknesses 1.5, 2,
and 2.5 nm, respectively. Thicknesses were carefully optimized to fit
the requirements for XMCD and MCDAD experiments, being 1.5 nm
for the former and 2.5 nm for the latter to maximize the signal
sensitivity of both measurements, and checked by Rutherford
backscattering spectrometry. In order to stabilize the non-centrosym-
metric orthorhombic phase, the as-grown structures were subjected to
rapid thermal annealing at T = 400 °C in an argon atmosphere. To
ensure in situ pulsed switching and polarization measurements by the
remote source-meter unit, the Al pads ∼0.25 mm2 in size connected
to the capacitor devices tope electrodes were also fabricated on the
chip. The contact to the common bottom W electrode was provided
by a large square Al pad 1 × 1 mm2 in size on top of the HZO layer.

Ferroelectric Characterization. The ferroelectric properties of
the fabricated Au/Co/Ni/Hf0.5Zr0.5O2/W capacitors were first
examined ex situ using a Cascade Summit 1100 probe-station coupled
with an Agilent B1500A semiconductor device analyzer. The
ferroelectric properties were also controlled in situ during XAS/
XMCD and HAXPES/MCDAD analysis with an Agilent B2912A
source-measure unit by implementing the PUND technique.50 In
order to reverse in situ the electrical polarization of the HZO layer,
electrically isolated sample holders were used,22,24,68 with a gold wire
silver pasted to the common bottom electrode and the top electrode
of the selected capacitor device. The two contacts were then

Figure 8. Spin-resolved density of state (DOS) at the interfacial Ni
atoms at the Ni/HfO2 interfaces for polarization pointing into the
Ni layer (Pup) or away from it (Pdown) for the IS-1 interface (a), IS-
2 interface (b), and IS-3 interface (c). The majority- and minority-
spin DOS are plotted in the top (positive) and bottom (negative)
panels, respectively. The gray-filled curves represent the DOS of
the central atomic layers (bulk) of Ni atoms. The vertical dashed
line indicates the Fermi energy (EF).
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connected to the source-meter, which allowed obtaining I(V) curves
and eventually to derive P(V) loops.69

Magneto-Optic Kerr Effect. Longitudinal MOKE measurements
were performed at room temperature, at the NFFA-Trieste infra-
structure of IOM-CNR51 using an s-polarized red laser (658 nm) and
a photoelastic modulator at 50 kHz. The laser spot was reduced with a
focusing lens and an optical shutter to obtain a spot ∼500 μm in
diameter on the sample.
X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy and X-ray Magnetic

Circular Dichroism Measurements. XAS and XMCD measure-
ments were taken at the APE-HE beamline at Elettra Sincrotrone70 in
TEY mode, normalizing at each photon energy the sample current
intensity (IS) by the current measured on a mesh placed at the
entrance of the endstation (Im), corresponding to the intensity of the
incident photon flux. Absorption spectra at Co and Ni L2,3 edges were
taken at both room and low temperature, in circular polarization with
an incident angle of 45°. Two orthogonal mechanical slits at the
refocusing level of the beamline were used to minimize the spot
dimension on the sample down to ∼100 μm in diameter. The XMCD
measurements were recorded at ±5 Oe, after reversing the sample
magnetization at each energy point with an external in-plane magnetic
field pulse of ±200 Oe, large enough to saturate the magnetization of
the devices. The intensity of the dichroic signal was normalized to the
sum of the two XA spectra, taking into account the angle of incidence
of 45° and a 75% degree of light polarization.
Magnetic Circular Dichroism in the Angular Distribution.

Operando MCDAD of photoelectrons in hard X-ray photoemission48

was measured at the P22 beamline at PETRA III (DESY,
Hamburg).60 HAXPES spectra were collected with a Specs 225 HV
analyzer choosing an excitation energy E = 6 keV with an overall
energy resolution of about 0.2 eV. The spectra were acquired in short-
circuit configurations, with both electrodes kept grounded. The 10°
incident X-ray beam angle configuration was selected to maximize
both MCDAD effect and photoelectrons intensity. The samples were
aligned to ensure the easy magnetization axis to be along the X-ray
beam. An external magnetic field of ∼1000 Oe was applied by
approaching an external permanent magnet toward the sample
between spectra measurements, while during the measurements the
magnet was retracted. In order to facilitate the magnetoelectric
coupling effect, the samples were cooled to a temperature T ≈ 100 K.
Scanning Transmission Electron Microscopy (STEM) and

Electron Energy Loss Spectroscopy. The sample cross section
aimed at the STEM/EELS analysis was cut from the capacitor device
structure by the focused ion beam technique. STEM measurements
were performed with an S/TEM Titan 80-300 (Thermo Fisher
Scientific) microscope equipped with a Cs probe corrector, an energy-
dispersive X-ray spectrometer, an EELS system (Gatan), and a high-
angle annular dark-field detector (Fischione). The microscope was
operated at 300 kV.
Computational Methods. To explore the band alignment

between Ni and HfO2, we construct Ni/HfO2/Ni heterostructures
by stacking 5.75 unit-cell layers of HfO2 and nine monolayers of fcc Ni
along the (001) direction. We note that, since the conventional unit
cell of HfO2 contains four Hf and eight O atoms arranged in
alternating atomic planes of Hf and O, such a nonstoichiometric HfO2
slab has a noninteger number of unit cells (5.75 in our case). We
assume symmetric interface terminations, which allows us to consider
two Ni/HfO2 interfaces with polarization pointing into the Ni layer
and away from the Ni layer using the same structural model with
unidirectional polarization of HfO2 (Figure 7,a). Due to the presence
of polarization in HfO2, the two interfaces have a different band
alignment, and there is an associated band bending across HfO2 due
to the depolarizing field. The resulting VBO between Ni and HfO2 is
then obtained by considering the middle HfO2 layer in the
heterostructure, which corresponds to the average VBO between
two structurally identical interfaces with polarizations pointing into
the Ni layer and away from it.
DFT calculations are performed using the projector-augmented

wave (PAW) method71,72 implemented in the Vienna ab initio
simulation package (VASP).73 Generalized gradient approximation74

for the exchange and correlation functional and a plane-wave energy
cutoff of 450 eV were used in the calculations. The in-plane lattice
constant for the Ni/HfO2 heterostructure is fixed to a = 5.185 Å,
which is the experimental lattice constant of yttrium-stabilized
zirconia.75 Structural relaxations are performed using a 6 × 6 × 1
k-point mesh until the forces on each atom were smaller than 0.01
eV/Å. A 10 × 10 × 1 k-point mesh was used for self-consistent
electronic structure calculations.
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